Discover Sheldon’s collection—outside.

More than thirty sculptures from Sheldon Museum of Art’s permanent collection are displayed year-round across the University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s City and East Campuses, with major works by international artists from the early twentieth century to today.

Please use this map to create your own self-guided tour.

1. Arietta II
2. Old Glory
3. Greenpoint
4. Breach
5. Prismatic Flake
6. Ouranos
7. Torr Notebook
8. Granite Hi-Chair
9. Fallen Dreamer
10. Bather (Baigneuse)
11. Pieta
12. Untitled Relief
13. Serenity
14. Floating Figure
15. Willy
16. Variable Wedge
17. Nanticoke
18. Fragment X-O
20. Without Echo
21. Ulysses
22. Balanced/Unbalanced Wheels #2
23. Shift
24. SANDY: in Defined Space
25. Untitled
26. Daimaru XV (Great Circle)
27. Two-Part Table (on steps)
28. Arch Falls
29. Superstructure on 4

sheldonartmuseum.org
@SheldonMuseum
Outdoor Sculpture at the University of Nebraska–Lincoln

A few guidelines for your visit:

- Please do not touch or climb on any sculpture. Help us protect the art so the next visitor can enjoy it as much as you.
- Pets are welcome to accompany you but must be leashed at all times.
- Photos are encouraged! Share your images on social media. #SheldonMuseum
- Help us keep our campuses clean by using appropriate recycling and trash receptacles.
- The University of Nebraska–Lincoln is tobacco-free.

CITY CAMPUS

1 Catherine Ferguson
   Born (1920–97)
   Department of Art and Architecture
   University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of Ken and Karen Duncan
   U-4395.1997

2 Mark di Suvero
   Born (1933–2015)
   Old Glory
   University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
   U-3501.1997

3 Richard Serra
   Born (1939–)
   East Campus Mall
   University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
   U-4480.1982

4 Roxy Paine
   Born (1967–)
   Break
   University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
   U-3294.2004

5 Michael Heizer
   Born (1946–)
   Prismatic Flake Geometric: Modified concrete, steel and granite
   University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
   U-4291.1991

6 William Tucker
   Born (1934–)
   Ouranos
   University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
   U-4500.1989

7 Claes Oldenburg
   Born (1929–)
   Connie van Bruggen
   University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
   U-4172.2009

8 Jesús Moroles
   Born (1956–)
   Colón Chair
   University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of Ken and Karen Duncan
   U-4395.1997

9 Tom Cottrell
   Born (1924–)
   Faller Dreamer
   University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
   U-4500.1989

10 Jacques Lipchitz
    Born (1902–1973)
    Ouranos: Minotaur with Cupid, Italy 1973
    Fletcher Benton
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-6400.1990

11 Bruno Lucchesi
    Born (1935–)
    Pietra
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-4500.1982

12 Julius Schmidt
    Born (1931–)
    Untitled
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-4500.1982

13 Saul Balizman
    Born (1937–1987)
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-4500.1982

14 Gaston Lachaise
    Born (1883–1935)
    Floating Figure
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-4500.1982

15 Tony Smith
    Born (1926–)
    East Campus Village II 1983–New York, NY 1983
    Will Wink
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-4500.1982

16 Sam Richardson
    Born (1943–2003)
    Variable Wedge
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-4600.1990

17 Robert Murray
    Born (1930–)
    Nanticoke
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of Ken and Karen Duncan
    U-4395.1997

18 Juan Hamilton
    Born (1929–)
    Fragment X-D
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-4500.1982

19 Reuben Nakian
    Born (1901–1986)
    Birth of Venus
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-4500.1982

20 Jim Huntington
    Born (1917–1998)
    Without Echo
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-4500.1982

21 Lyman Kep
    Born (1907–2004)
    Balanced/Unbalanced Wheels #2
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-6580.1990

22 Fletcher Benton
    Born (1914–)
    Serenity
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-6580.1990

23 Charles Gimme
    Born (1922–2016)
    Shift
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-4500.1982

24 Michael Tadd
    Born (1947–)
    SANDY: In Defined Space
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-4500.1982

25 Jun Kaneko
    Born (1942–)
    Untitled
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-4500.1982

26 Michael Todd
    Born (1906–1988)
    Damaru XV (Great Circle)
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-4500.1982

27 Scott Burton
    Born (1920–)
    Two-Part Table
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-4500.1982

28 Bryan Hunt
    Born (1947–)
    Arch Falls
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-6580.1990

29 David Smith
    Born (1946–1995)
    Superstructure on 4
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-6580.1990

EAST CAMPUS (not on map)

Located on Holdredge Street between N 33rd and N 48th Streets

East Campus Mall

Jeff Fauser
    Born (1947–)
    Found Object
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-6580.1990

Law College Courtyard

Michael Todd
    Born (1906–1988)
    Signature II
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-6580.1990

International Quilt Study Center and Museum

Linda Fleming
    Born (1936–)
    Revere
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-6580.1990

C.Y. Thompson Library

John Henry
    Born (1927–)
    Wake Dance
    University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
    U-6580.1990